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ATTENTION! Users with sight, reading or cognitive impairment are requested to report to the 

Manufacturer in order to obtain information for the user in an appropriate format. 

 

Purpose of the Manual  

The operation and maintenance manual contains basic information necessary for the correct use of the 

Pegaz stroller, including the principles of safe use, description of its construction, operation and 

adjustment, preparation of the stroller for operation, how to maintain and clean the stroller, and warranty 

conditions. It is designed for persons who directly care of children with disabilities (assistants child - 

parents, guardians), which will be transported in a stroller. It is also intended for doctors and 

physiotherapists operating the stroller.. 

  

ATTENTION! Keep this manual for future reference!  

Keep the manual in an easily accessible place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Manufacturer's contact details:  

● Postal address: MyWam sp.j., ul. Szczecińska 10, 41-516 Chorzów, Poland  

● contact phone number: +48 32 733 11 31  

● e-mail address: mywam@mywam.pl  

 

ATTENTION! Before using the stroller, each User is obliged to read and follow this manual. 

ATTENTION! This manual is an integral part of the product and must always be attached to the 

product being sold. 

 

User and maintenance manual version: EN 

Edition: third of: 2020-12-18 

 

 

MyWam Kupiec, Bartold, Angres sp.j. reserves the right to make technical and commercial changes to the 

content of the Operation and Maintenance Manual without prior notice. Each change will be determined 

by the date the instructions were last updated . 

mailto:mywam@mywam.pl
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 Introduction 

Thank you for purchasing special Pegaz Special Stroller. We hope that it will be the cause of many 

wonderful moments with your child and will be helpful every day. We make every effort to ensure that 

our products meet your expectations and the highest standards. We encourage you to contact our 

employees and follow us on our website www.mywam.eu and on social media. There you can find out 

many interesting things about our products. 

1. Purpose of the Pegaz stroller 

 The Pegaz Special Stroller is designed to transport a child with neurological, orthopedic or other 

conditions that hinder or prevent him from moving independently.  

 The Pegaz Special Stroller is a medical device intended for transporting a child with four-limb, 

three-limb, one-sided or crossed limb paralysis or paresis. Among the disease entities of a 

particular child, among others, there can be mentioned such diseases as: cerebral palsy, meningeal 

hernia, condition after spinal injury, condition after craniocerebral trauma, condition after stroke, 

paralysis of various origin and other dysfunctions damaging the locomotor and preventing 

independent movement of the child.  

 The Pegaz Special Stroller has been designed to carry one child. 

  The Pegaz Stroller, thanks to many regulations, allows comfortable and safe adaptation to the 

individual needs of the child. 

 Pegaz stroller is designed to carry a child whose weight does not exceed 40 kg, height from 80 cm 

to 140 cm. Statistically, they are children from 2 to 10 years old.  

 When choosing a stroller, however, the most important are the individual physical and mental 

characteristics of the child, its dimensions and weight, housing conditions, environment and, 

above all, the individual's illness. 

 Use the stroller as directed by a specialist. 

 The Pegaz stroller is intended for both indoor (e.g. apartment, rehabilitation center) and outdoor 

(e.g. park, pavement), on hard and level ground, on which all four wheels touch the ground and 

their contact with the ground is sufficient to properly drive the wheels. 

 The Yeti stroller is intended to be controlled and propelled only by an assistant (parent, guardian). 

 The user of the Yeti stroller is both the child who will be transported in it and the child's assistant 

(his parent, guardian, doctor, physiotherapist) who will transport the child in the stroller and look 

after him. 

 Pegaz stroller with proper care and maintenance maintains its quality for a period of 3 years and 

this is the expected period of its use.  

 The risks associated with using the stroller are described in detail in the chapter: "Important 

instructions and safety rules". 

 

2. Basic information about the Pegaz stroller 

The Pegaz wheelchair has many options, e.g. 

 backrest tilt angle adjustment ……….……….….... see poin 9.11        

 seat depth adjustment………………………................. see poin 9.9        

 backrest height adjustment – extensions……….see poin pkt 9.10   
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 footrest adjustment…………………………………………….…. see poin 9.8        

 narrowing inserts …………………………………….………….... see poin 11.5       

 additional equipment …………………………………………….. see poin 11        

3. Quick start 

The advantage of the Pegaz special pram is its ease of use and compactness. It can be prepared for use 

in a few simple steps (Photo 3.1):

 

Photo 3.1   
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 Safety 

4. Important safety instructions and rules 

 

General tips: 

 

 WARNING! Risk of accident - before using the stroller, the user is obliged to read and follow the 

entire contents of this manual. 

 WARNING! Risk of accident - Before starting and while using the stroller, it is essential to comply 

with the safety instructions and rules described in this manual, and comply with the other 

instructions described in this manual. 

 WARNING! Failure to follow the manual, in particular those regarding the moving parts of the 

stroller, may be dangerous for the user. 

 Always read the operating and maintenance manual before using the stroller. 

 WARNING! Never leave your child unattended in a stroller, as there is a risk of injury and there is 

a risk of accident! 

 WARNING! The product contains small parts that can be dangerous if swallowed by a child! 

WARNING! Risk of injury - always use all available security systems for the child using a stroller. 

These include: five point belts, narrowing inserts, abduction and stabilizing belts, wedge, safety 

barrier or in its place a therapeutic table, footrest and straps for placing feet on the footrest. 

 WARNING! There is a risk of burns when using the stroller - be careful when transporting a child 

in a stroller at high and low temperatures and in contact with the skin, e.g. in the sun, in cold 

weather, in a sauna, because the temperature of the stroller surface may rise when the stroller is 

exposed to solar radiation or the stroller surface temperature may drop when exposed stroller for 

frost. 

 WARNING! When using the stroller or operating the stroller or folding the stroller, there may be 

a risk to the health of users and people in the immediate vicinity, caused by the dimensions of 

fixed and movable gaps and openings. Be particularly careful when doing this. 

 WARNING! When using and operating the stroller, as well as when folding and adjusting the 

mechanisms, there may be a risk of entrapment and squeezing of parts of the body of the user or 

accompanying person in the openings and gaps between elements. 

 Be particularly careful when doing these operations. 

 After completing these operations, stabilize the positions of the individual components of the 

stroller by tightening the nuts, knobs and screws thoroughly. Each time you perform the above 

steps, you must first pull the child out of the stroller! 

 ATTENTION! All adjustments to the stroller and its components must be made WITHOUT a CHILD 

in the stroller! Failure to comply with the above warnings poses a serious danger to the child using 

the device! 

 ATTENTION! Never exceed the maximum load.  

 ATTENTION! For Pegaz stroller with load the maximum total load amounts to 40 kg. This value 

should not be exceeded. 

 ATTENTION! The maximum load of the travel bag is 2 kg.  

 ATTENTION! The maximum load of the shopping basket is 2 kg. 
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 ATTENTION! The maximum therapeutic table load is 3 kg. 

 ATTENTION! Depending on the adjustments of the Yeti stroller - it concerns the position of the 

push handles, backrest height adjustment, backrest angle adjustment, seat depth adjustment, 

footrest hight adjustment - this stroller may exceed the recommended maximum dimensions. 

 ATTENTION! In the event of any medical incident related to the presence of a Pegaz stroller, you 

must immediately notify the Manufacturer in writing by contacting via registered mail or email 

with confirmation of receipt using the addresses below: 

Postal address: MyWam sp.j., ul. Szczecińska 10, 41-516 Chorzów, Poland  

E-mail address: mywam@mywam.pl 

 The therapy seat is not suitable for children under 2 years old  

 It is forbidden to use the stroller as a ladder or as a base for climbing onto it to reach higher 

 The stroller must not be used in a way for which it has not been designed.  

 ATTENTION! This stroller is not a toy! Keep out of reach of babies and young children 

 Do not apply to the head. Danger of suffocation. 

 

Tips in particular on construction and regulation: 

 

 WARNING! All adjustments of the stroller and its elements, all settings, changes, fastenings and 

other activities related to matching the stroller should be carried out WITHOUT A CHILD placed in 

the stroller. Failure to do so may cause serious injury to a child and other people! 

 WARNING! Adjustments made in the stroller, made incorrectly or not in accordance with the 

instructions in this manual, pose a serious danger to the child and other persons! 

 ATTENTION! Changing the seat tilt changes the overall center of gravity, which affects the stability 

of the stroller. Any change in backrest tilt requires five-point belt re-adjustment! 

 ATTENTION! The brakes are not used to slow down the stroller during movement and should only 

be used to immobilize the stroller. 

 The front steering wheels, if the direction of travel lock is off, may vibrate and lead to a sudden 

stop of the stroller and its falling forward when the surface is uneven. Therefore, with an uneven 

surface, it is recommended to block the front direction wheel lock and push the truck at a reduced 

speed. 

 All adjustments and settings to be performed under the supervision and care of a doctor and a 

physiotherapist. 

  

mailto:mywam@mywam.pl
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Tips in particular on construction and regulation: 

 

 WARNING! To avoid injury, make sure the child is at a safe distance when the stroller is assembled 

and disassembled. 

 WARNING! The stroller must be fully assembled before use. In case of any problems at this stage, 

please contact the Seller and Manufacturer urgently. 

 WARNING! When unfolding the stroller, pay special attention to secure all belts. 

  WARNING! It is forbidden to place additional weight on the stroller, which in particular applies to 

placing additional weight on the back of the backrest e.g. backpack or bag. This can cause the 

stroller to tip over and cause injury! Does not apply to original additional accessories dedicated to 

the Pegaz stroller not exceeding the permissible load. 

  WARNING! When assembling and disassembling the stroller, keep a safe distance from moving 

parts of the stroller, as there is a risk of fingers, hands or other body parts being trapped. 

  WARNING! Do not unfold the stroller frame if the transport lock is in place, as it may damage it. 

 All additional components attached to the stroller affect its stability. 

 

Tips in particular regarding preparation for use: 

 

 WARNING! Before using the stroller, make sure that the stroller is properly assembled and all 

mechanisms, catches and fasteners are properly assembled, closed and prepared for use. In 

particular, this applies to: the mechanism for folding the frame, attaching the seat to the frame of 

the stroller and the installation of all four wheels. 

 WARNING! Before riding the Pegaz stroller, make sure that the child is secured and correctly 

adjusted and fitted with five-point belts, as there is a risk of injury. 

  WARNING! The frame folding mechanism is a very important element of the construction of the 

stroller, so each time before using the stroller, pay special attention to the absence of cracks and 

damage to the folding mechanism and its proper operation. In the event of any suspicion you must 

not use the stroller, as this may endanger the user, child's assistant and other people! In this 

situation, it is recommended to urgently contact the Seller and the Manufacturer for advice. 

 WARNING! Correct use of the frame folding mechanism is important for the safety of the child 

and other people. 

 ATTENTION! The upholstery must always be dry before using the stroller. 

 ATTENTION! Before each use of the stroller, the activities listed below must be carried out, and in 

the event of irregularities the stroller must not be used. In this situation, it is recommended to 

urgently contact the Seller and the Manufacturer for advice. 

 

The operations before each use of the stroller include: 

 Check the stroller for visible damage or other defects that could endanger the child during stroller 

operation. 

 Check that the stroller frame has been unfolded correctly and the frame folding mechanism has 

been correctly closed (note, struts have to be lowered). 
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 Make sure that the necessary structural components, such as a footrest and a safety barrier or 

therapy table are installed. It is forbidden to use the Pegaz stroller without installing one of these 

elements. 

 Check the wheels structure condition of all wheels. 

 Adjust the stroller to the child's needs, including setting the appropriate depth of the therapeutic 

seat and backrest height, appropriate backrest inclination, setting the appropriate height of the 

footrest, adjust the appropriate length of five-point belts. 

 Check that all adjustments are properly seated and secured. 

 Check that the stroller upholstery is dry. 

 Secure the child with five-point belts to prevent the child from falling out and sliding out of the 

stroller.  

 Secure the child with all available stabilizing elements, such as five-point belts, narrowing pads, 

abduction and stabilization belts, wedge, footrest, footrest straps, safety barrier or therapeutic 

table. This is to protect the child from falling out and sliding out of the stroller and to protect the 

child's feet from falling from the footrest. 

 

 ATTENTION! The stroller must not be used if the technical condition of the stroller or a single 

element of the stroller is bad or if the user has any doubts about it, the stroller is damaged or there 

is only a suspicion that damage has occurred or the stroller is not working properly. In this 

situation, it is recommended to urgently contact the Seller and the Manufacturer for advice. 

 

Information particularly regarding the handling of the stroller 

 

 ATTENTION! It is forbidden to move or lift the stroller with the child inside. 

 ATTENTION! When moving or lifting the stroller, hold it with both hands only by the frame and the 

fixed parts of the wheelchair. 

 ATTENTION! Do not lift the wheelchair by the footrest or safety barrier, therapy table or any other 

accessories. 
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Information in particular regarding getting in and out of the stroller and the correct position in the stroller:  

 

 WARNING! Do not stand on the footrest, as there is a risk of the stroller tipping over, injury to the 

user and risk of damage to the product. 

 WARNING! Make sure that when getting in or out of the stroller, the child and no other person 

stand on the footrest, as this may cause damage and injury to the user! 

 ATTENTION! When placing and removing a child from the stroller, the both brakes must be 

activated. 

 

Tips in particular regarding stroller driving: 

 

 WARNING! The stroller must not be released by itself or pushed away, as it may cause an accident. 

 WARNING! This product is not suitable for running or skating.  

 WARNING! Use of the product for sport purposes is prohibited. 

 ATTENTION! Make sure that during use of the stroller, the child's limbs do not get between the 

wheel spokes and the adjustable elements of the stroller. 

 ATTENTION! When passing through a door or similar narrowing limiting the direction of the 

stroller, make sure there is adequate space on both sides of the stroller, which prevents your hand 

or other body parts from being trapped, as well as preventing damage to the stroller. 

 When traveling on public roads, follow The Highway Code. 

 

Tips in particular on moving on slopes: 

 

 WARNING! It is forbidden to leave a child in the stroller without supervision of an adult and 

responsible assistant (parent, guardian), which in particular concerns leaving the child in the 

stroller on a slope, as it may cause an accident and injury to the user! 

 WARNING! When using ramps, do not exceed the maximum load of the ramps, as this may cause 

injury to users and people around you. 

 WARNING! When using ramps, make sure that the ramp is suitable, that the wheels of the stroller 

are high enough to overcome the driveway, that the stroller frame does not touch the driveway, 

and that help should be provided to another person as there is a risk of the stroller falling over, 

damage to the product and injury to the user.  

 ATTENTION! Always remember that the location of the stroller's center of gravity changes when 

overcoming unevenness or slopes. In this case, be extremely cautious and secure the stroller. 
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Tips in particular on overcoming thresholds or curbs: 

 

 WARNING! It is forbidden to climb or slide the stroller down the stairs, both with the child and the 

stroller itself, because it may cause an accident and injury to the user! 

 

Information particularly regarding the transport of the stroller in a car and other vehicles: 

 

 WARNING! It is forbidden to transport a child in a stroller and at the same time in any other means 

of transport, e.g. in a car, on a train, in a tram, on a bus, on a plane, on a ship or other, because it 

may cause injury. 

  WARNING! Due to possible injuries using stroller seat as a car seat is forbidden. 

 WARNING! Risk of accident and injury to the user and other people - when transporting the stroller 

in other means of transport, e.g. in a car, bus, train, make sure that the stroller is correctly fastened 

to prevent injury to passengers during collision or sudden braking. 

 ATTENTION! When transporting the stroller in other means of transport, e.g. in a car, on a bus, on 

a train, the stroller must be transported without a child and the stroller must be well protected 

against any damage. 

 ATTENTION! The Manufacturer is not doesn’t ake any responsibility for damages resulting from 

inadequate product protection during transport. 

 ATTENTION! When transporting the stroller in other means of transport, e.g. in a car, on a bus, on 

a train, do not use one seat belt to secure both the passenger and the stroller at the same time 

 lUse the transport lock when transporting the stroller and storing it. 

 

Tips especially on maintenance and service: 

 

 ATTENTION! The Manufacturer is responsible for defects or technical damage to the stroller only 

caused by proper use of the stroller. The responsibility for the proper functioning of the stroller 

rests with the Manufacturer only if you strictly follow all the Manufacturer's instructions. 

 ATTENTION! The Manufacturer is responsible for the proper functioning of the stroller only if 

original parts and original additional accessories are used. 

 Only original spare parts that are supplied or recommended by the Manufacturer may be used in 

the stroller. 

 Repairs to the stroller carried out by persons other than the authorized Service (see Chapter 24.) 

or the Manufacturer will void the warranty. The Manufacturer is not responsible for personal 

injury or damage to the product that may result from repairs carried out by persons other than 

the authorized Service center (see Chapter 24.) or the Manufacturer.  

 The stroller should be cleaned and looked after regularly. Do not use abrasive cleaning agents.  

 The Manufacturer is responsible for the proper functioning of the stroller only if it is purchased in 

a specialized medical store. 

 The Manufacturer is not responsible for the appropriate selection of accessories for the user. 
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5. Nameplate  

 The nameplate contains basic information about the 

product: name, model, serial number (identification), 

maximum load, date of manufacture, confirmation of 

product compliance for medical devices, warning about 

proceeding in accordance with the Operation and 

Maintenance Manual and manufacturer's data (see Fig. 

5.1).   

 The nameplate is located on the rear parts of the 

intersecting of the frame 

6. Warning lables 

 The warning label contains important warnings for the 

user (see Fig. 6.1).  

 The warning lable is located on the rear parts of the 

intersecting of the frame 

 

 

 

7. Symbols designation 

 
Product serial number 

`  
The Manufacturer's name 

 
Permitted total user weight 

 

DESCRIPTION "WARNING!" and the 

symbol in this manual are used to 

enhance the reader's attention to the 

content marked with this sign. Non-

compliance with content marked with 

this description may endanger the health 

and safety of the user and accompanying 

persons, and may also damage the 

product.. 

 
Date of manufacture 

 

Conformity mark according 

to the Medical Devices 

Directive No. 93/42 EWG 

Annex VII 

 

Warning about proceeding 

in accordance with the 

product Operation and 

Maintenance Manual 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 

 

      Rys 6.1 
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 Product 

8. General construction of the stroller 

The Pegaz Special Stroller for Children consists of one part - the frame with the backrest and the seat, 

which are its integral part. In addition, the stroller has extensive options for additional equipment that 

can be selected according to the individual needs of the user. 

 

 Standard equipment 

 

1- Ergonomic handles for pushing the trolley..... see point 9.7 

2- Backrest height adjustment mechanism……... see point 9.10 

3- Mechanism for adjusting the backrest angle.. see point 9.11    

4- Transport lock …………………………………………….. see point 10.2                                          

5- Upholstery 

6- Shopping basket.............................................. see point 10.4            

7- Independent brakes on the rear wheels………. see point 9.4   

8- Four wheel amortization system …………….... see point 9.5                          

9- Front wheels direction locker ………………….…… see point 9.3      

10- Set of 4 double solid gel wheels ………………..... see point 9.3 i 9.4   

11- Adjustable, detachable footrest ………………... see point 9.8   

12- Seat depth adjustment mechanism …..………… see point 9.9        

13- Abduction and stabilizing belts * ……………. see point 10.6   

14- Wedge * ……………………………………………………... see point 10.5        

15- Safety barrier ………………………………………………. see point 10.3 

16- Five points savety belts……………………...… see point 10.1                                 

 *) options to choose from as standard equipment 

 

 

 Additional equipment   

 

17- Tourist bag…………………………….….…. see point 11.6          

18- Sleeping bag for legs………..……....…. see point 11.9 

19- Narrowing inserts…………………....….. see point 11.5 

20- Headrest………………………………….…… see point 11.4 

21- Sunshade………………………………….…. see point 11.10 

22- Adjustable canopy with window …..see point 11.1 

23- Raincover………………………………….... see point 11.7 

24- Mosquito net……………………….……... see point 11.8 

25- Loin pad ……………………………………… see point 11.3 

26- Therapy table…………………….……….. see point 11.2  
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9. Configuration and use - stroller frame 

 Unfolding the stroller 

Before unfolding the Pegaz stroller, make sure that all four wheels are on the ground. In order to unfold 

the stroller, you must first remove the transport lock located on the right side of the stroller. Then, holding 

the push handles, lift the upper part of the backrest, while gently sliding the handles outward. The next 

step is to loosen the stroller structure by lowering the struts (located at the front of the stroller at the 

height of the shopping basket and at the back of the stroller behind the backrest. You should push them 

down until they reach the horizontal position.  

 Folding the stroller 

To assemble the stroller, first remove all accessories. Next, pull up the struts located between the front 

wheels at the height of the shopping basket (Photo 9.1.2) and at the back of the wheelchair behind the 

backrest (Fig. 9.1.3). The next step is to push the handles inwards (Fig. 9.1.4) and to push simultaneously 

the upper part of the stroller forward and down (Photo 9.1.5). This results in the folding of the stroller. To 

secure it, fasten the transport lock (Photo 9.1.6) located on the right side of the stroller. 

 

       
      Photo 9.2.1       Photo 9.2.2             Photo 9.2.3 

  Basic position of the strut          Raising the lower strut         Raising the upper strut 

 

       
     Photo 9.2.4      Photo 9.2.5      Photo 9.2.6 

   Pushing handles inwards    Folding the stroller         Closing transport lock 

transportowej 
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 Front double wheels (solid wheels). Traveling direction lock function. 

The front wheels are an integral part of the frame and can be removed for replacement. 

 Direction lock function. In the event of uneven surfaces, moving on sloping surfaces, when 

crossing thresholds or curbs, it is recommended to install the lock and block the turning of the 

front wheels. In order to block the steering function of the front wheels, the button between the 

front wheels should be raised (Photo 9.3.1). To re-enable the steering wheel turning function, push 

it down (Photo 9.3.2) and place the lock in the slot. 

 

 

                  Photo 9.3.1    Photo 9.3.2 

                  Direction block on                  Direction block off 

 Rear double wheels (solid wheels). Independent brakes system. 

The rear wheels are an integral part of the frame and can be removed for replacement. 

 Independent brakes system. The rear wheels are equipped with two independent brakes located 

behind each wheel. To apply each brake press both pedals down (Photo 9.4.1). To unblock the 

brakes, pull both pedals up (Photo 9.4.2). 

 

 Amortisation  system for all four double wheels 

All four wheels of the Pegaz stroller are equipped with an amortisation system. It works automatically and 

should not be modified by the user (Photo 9.5). 

 

       Photo 9.4.1       Photo 9.4.2 

              Wheel brake on                        Wheel brake off 

 

Photo 9.5. 

Amortisation system 
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 Tilting foot 

The Pegaz stroller can be equipped with a tilting foot included in the 

additional equipment. The tilting foot makes it easy to maneuver the 

stroller when it encounters small obstacles, e.g. stairs, curbs. To raise the 

front wheels, press the tilting foot pedal and pull both handles toward 

you. 

 

 Adjustable ergonomic handles to push the stroller 

The  Pegaz stroller is equipped with adjustable 

push handles. In order to change their angle, 

press the buttons located at their ends and 

rotate to change their angle of inclination 

(Photo 9.7.1 and 9.7.2). After placing both 

handles in a suitable position, release the 

pressure. The handles can change position 

every 90 degrees. 

 

 Footrest. Regulation and use 

 Installation. To mount the footrest, 

slide it onto the mounting pins located at the bottom of the frame at several height levels. A click sounds 

when the fastening hooks come into place. After mounting the footrest, make sure that it is properly 

attached. To check this, pull the footrest vigorously up - it should stay at the same position. 

 Disassembly. To remove the footrest, press the two release buttons placed on the sides of the 

footrest at the same time and lift the footrest. 

The wheelchair can not be used without a 

footrest. 

 Use of a footrest. It is recommended to 

adjust the footrest plate properly. Child's feets 

should rest freely on it with its entire surface. 

Also child’s thighs should lie parallel to the seat 

surface (Photo 9.8.1 and 9.8.2). There are straps 

in the footrest plate to secure the child's feet. It 

is recommended to put them on when using the 

stroller. The footrest plate is placed in a 

horizontal position as standard. However, 

during transport, storage, rehabilitation, getting on and off the Pegaz wheelchair, the footplate must be 

removed. 

Photo 9.6. 

Tilting foot 

 

            Photo 9.7.1              Photo 9.7.2 

Handle to push – position a Handle to push – position b 

b 

 

 
             Photo 9.8.1                  Photo 9.8.2 

        Minimal position                    Maximal position 
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 Seat depth regulation. 

Pegaz stroller has the function of adjusting the seat depth. Thanks to the possibility of unfolding its front 

part, we can extend the seating area by 5cm. To do this, press both buttons located on the sides of the 

front part of the seat simultaneously and bend the adjustable element to obtain the position of the 

main part of the seat (Photo 9.9.1). To fold the seat, press the buttons located on the sides of the front 

part of the seat simultaneously and fold the adjustable element down or under the main part of the seat 

(Photo 9.9.2). 

 Backrest hight adjustment 

The Pegaz stroller has the function of adjusting the backrest height (Photo 9.10.1). Thanks to the option 

of installing metal extensions to the upper part of the backrest, we can extend the backrest by 10cm. To 

do this, detach the upper part of the backrest upholstery, insert the extension into the holes of the 

backrest tubes and fasten the upper part of the upholstery again (Photo 9.10.2). 

      

                                       Photo 9.10.1               Photo 9.10.2      

                   Backrest hight regulation max / min                                    Extensions 

Photo 9.9.1 

Seat depth regulation – minimal position 

Photo 9.9.2 

Seat depth regulation – maximal position 
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 Backrest tilt angle adjustment 

The Pegaz stroller has the function of a two-stage regulation of the backrest angle (Photo 10.11.1 and 

10.11.2). To adjust it, release the strut located directly behind the backrest by lifting it up (Photo 10.11.3), 

move down the backrest mounts located on the sides of the frame and tilt the backrest from the basic 

position to the reclined position (Photo 10.11.4). In order to lock the deflected position, the strut should 

be locked again by lowering it down and pressing it properly (Photo 10.11.5). 

 

 

 

Photo 10.11.3 

Release of the spreader 

Photo 10.11.1 

Backrest tilt angle regulation – basic position  

Photo 10.11.2 

Backrest tilt angle regulation – modified position 

Photo 10.11.4 

Lowering mounts 

 

Photo 10.11.5 

Locking the spreader 
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10. Standard equipment 

 Five points safety belts 

The Pegaz stroller comes standard with professional, five-point adjustable seat belts (Photo 10.1.1). 

 

 Adjustment. Adjust the five-point belts to your child before attaching them. To adjust the length of 

the straps, move the adjusters on the straps up or down and move the protectors (Photo 10.1.1 and 

10.1.2) accordingly. To adjust the height of the attachment of straps to the backrest, the harness 

attachment should be moved from the low attachment to the high attachment or conversely. 

 Use. To attach a five-point harness to your child, put the harness on the right and left child’s arm 

and then attach both harnesses to the belt buckle that is fastened on the seat. To remove the five-point 

belts from your child, press the button,on the buckle and remove both braces from the buckle, then 

slowly remove these braces from the right and left child’s arm. Each time you change the angle of the 

backrest, you need to readjust the belts lenght. 

 Transport lock 

The stroller is equipped with a transport lock, which serves to protect 

the folded (closed) stroller frame against its automatic opening during 

transport and storage. (Photo 10.2). The transport lock must be 

attached after folding the frame and removed before unfolding the 

frame. Do not extend the trolley frame if the lock on the frame, as this 

may damage the the structure of the frame construction. 

            

                  Photo 10.1.1                           Photo 10.1.2 

              Safety belts adjustment – minimum    Safety belts adjustment - maximum 

 

Photo 10.2  

Transport lock 
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 Safety barrier 

As standard equipment, the Pegaz stroller has a safety barrier 

that is designed to prevent a child from falling out of the stroller 

(Photo 10.3). The safety barrier is used alternately with a 

therapeutic table (included in the additional accessories set) and 

is a structural element of the wheelchair. 

 Installation. The element should be mounted on the stroller 

frame by using plastic latches, which look the same on both ends. 

After applying both latches  at the appropriate height, press the 

them so that they completely cover the frame. 

WARNING! Due to structural reasons, the stroller must have a 

footrest and a safety barrier or therapeutic table on. 

 

 

  Shopping basket 

The shopping basket is part of the standard equipment of the 

Pegaz stroller (Photo 10.4). It's right under the seat. Its 

maximum load capacity is 2kg.2kg. 

 

 Wedge 

The stroller is equipped with a wedge, which should be placed 

between the child's thights after placing the child in the stroller. 

To install the wedge, attach it with Velcro on the front or back of 

the apron (Photo 10.5.1 and 10.5.2) and then wrap it with a band to strengthen it.  

 

             

                                       Photo 10.5.1                     Photo 10.5.2 

                            Wedge – position maximal                         Wedge – position minimal 

 

Photo 10.3 

Safety barrier 

 

Photo 10.4  

Kosz na zakupy 
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  Abduction and stabilizing belts 

Abduction and stabilizing belts are used for additional pelvis 

stabilization and prevent the child from slipping out of the stroller 

(Photo 10.6). The correct way to use them is to wrap the child's 

thighs so that his pelvis adheres as close as possible to the backrest. 

This helps keep a healthier and more comfortable position of the 

child in the stroller. 

 Adjustment. To adjust the length of the support belt, you must 

move the adjusters on the front belt straps up or down. 

 Use. To put on abduction and stabilizing belts the child should 

be seated on the fitted straps, then wrap the child's leg and belt 

buckles fasten both to the front of the two tapes. In order to 

remove abduction and stabilizing belts, unfasten the belt buckles of 

the two front straps.  

11. Additional equipment 

 Adjustable canopy with window. 

The Pegaz wheelchair can be equipped with an adjustable canopy 

with window, that helps protect the child from the sun or rain 

(Photo 11.1.1). The elements of the booth are: frame (front and 

rear arch), sunroof adjustment mechanism (right and left), two 

snaps with red buttons fastening the roof to the frame, roof 

upholstery, and a window with a mosquito net with a zipper.  

 Installation. The fastening element for the adjustable hood 

with the window are two plastic elements located on the outer 

sides of the upper part of the frame at the height of the 

headrest.,To assemble the adjustable canopy with the window, set 

the backrest to the upright position, and then simultaneously slide 

both visor latches to the frame mounts. Mount the booth with the 

window in such a way that the back part of the booth's upholstery 

overlaps the back of the stroller.  

 Disassembly. To disassemble the adjustable canopy with window, press the two red buttons on the 

canopy fastening latches, then slide the booth fasteners out of the mounts on the frame. 

 Use. In order to change the size of the booth's window area, hold the front arch and the rear arch of 

the booth's frame and bring the arches closer or closer to each other to set the desired position. The 

mechanism adjusting the size of the booth's surface locks automatically. The booth has a removable 

window with a mosquito net, ensuring free air circulation. The window opens and closes with a zipper. 

 

  Photo 11.1.1 

  Adjustable canopy with window 

Photo 10.6 

Abduction and stabilizing belts 
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 Therapeutic table 

The Pegaz stroller can be equipped with a non-slip therapeutic table with a 

maximum load of 3 kg (Photo 11.2). To assemble the table, slide the open 

fastening clamps onto the main element of the frame, and then tighten the 

clamps until they are completely closed. Make sure it is securely attached 

by pulling it vigorously - the table should remain in place. To disassemble 

the table, unfasten the clamping clamps and remove the table from the 

trolley frame. 

The therapy table is used alternately with a safety barrier and is an essential 

structural element of the wheelchair. 

WARNING! For structural reasons, the stroller must have a footrest and a 

railing or therapeutic table. 

 

 

 Loin cushion 

The loin cushion is an additional piece of equipment that increases the comfort of using the wheelchair 

by softening the backrest in the lumbar section (Photo 11.3). The cushion is installed by attaching it to the 

back with velcro. 

 Headrest  

The headrest is an element of optional equipment (Photo 11.4). It performs both softening and stabilizing 

functions. To adjust the height of the headrest, attach the it with velcro at the correct height of the 

backrest. Then, for better stability, drag the headrest straps fitted with velcro through the backrest 

openings and attach them behind the backrest. 

 Narrowing pads 

The Pegaz stroller is equipped with two narrowing inserts. They are used to adjust the inside dimensions 

of the seat width (Photo 11.5). The inserts are mounted by attaching them with the longest vertical edge 

of the pad to the outer edges of the backrest and to the side elements of the trolley frame using a velcro 

strap 

 
Photo 11.2 

Therapeutic table 

 

                                  
Photo 11.3             Photo 11.4          Photo 11.5 

                      Loin cushion                            Headrest            Narrowing pads 
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 Tourist bag 

The large and elegant travel bag is mounted on two handles, 

located on the inside of the handle to push the trolley (Photo 

11.6). The maximum bag load is 2kg. 

WARNING! Exceeding the maximum bag load has a negative 

effect on the stability of the stroller and there is a danger for the 

child and other people! 

 

 

 Raincover 

The Pegaz stroller can be equipped with a raincover that helps 

protect the child from moisture (Photo 11.7). This optional 

equipment requires to be installed to other optional equipment - 

an adjustable canopy with window. 

Assembly. To install the raincover, put it on top of the entire adjustable canopy with window, and then 

cover the seat and footrest. After making sure that the foil is applied properly, attach it to the frame and 

footrest - depending on the location of the fastener. 

 Mosquito net 

The Pegaz stroller can be equipped with a mosquito net, which prevents insects from coming into direct 

contact with the child (Photo 11.8). This accessory requires to be installed to another accessory - an 

adjustable canopy with window. 

Assembly. To install the mosquito net, put it on top of the entire adjustable hood with window, and then 

cover the trolley seat and footrest with a net. After making sure that the net is applied properly, attach it 

to the frame and footrest - depending on the location of the fastener. 

 Sleeping bag 

The Pegaz stroller can be equipped with a sleeping bag for legs, increasing the child's comfort during 

colder days (Photo11.9). This piece of equipment requires to be installed to the safety barrier. 

Assembly. In order to mount the sleeping bag, put it on the footrest from below, and attach it from above 

through the safety barier. Then fasten it with snaps to the frame of the stroller. 

 Sunshade 

The Pegaz stroller can be equipped with an umbrella that helps protect the child from the sun (Photo 

11.10). 

Assembly. To install the umbrella to the trolley, loosen the clamp by unscrewing the thread located on 

the side, then slide it on, ensuring that the rubber washer remains in place. After choosing the desired 

height, tighten the thread until the clamp on the trolley frame is fixed properly. 

 

 
Photo 11.6 

Tourist bag 
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Photo 11.8 

Mosquito net 

 

Photo 11.7 

Raincover 

 

Photo 11.9 

Sleeping bag 

 

Photo 11.10 

Sunshade 
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12. Technical specification of Pegaz stroller 

 

Manufacturer MyWam Kupiec, Bartold, Angres spółka jawna 

Address ul. Szczecińska 10, 41-516 Chorzów, Polska 

Type Special children's stroller 

Model Pegaz 

 

The total length of the stroller 103 cm 

Total width 56 cm 

Total hight 130 cm 

Total weight od 10 kg 

Seat depth 25*/30 cm 

Seat width 30*/38 cm 

Seat hight 50/60 cm 

Backrest width 37 cm 

Distance between footrest step and seat 20/29/40 cm 

Folded stroller length for transport or storage 124 cm 

Folded stroller width for transport or storage 28 cm 

Folded stroller high for transport or storage 39 cm 

Maximum basket load capacity 2 kg 

Maximum carrying capacity of the touristic bag 2 kg 

Maximum truck load (user weight + additional load weight) 40 kg 

The Manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to technical parameters.  

Measurement tolerance +/- 20mm, +/- 1,5kg, +/- 1º. 

 User parameters 

Maximum child height 80 – 140 cm 

Maximum child's weight 40 kg 

 Material composition of the stroller 

Powder coated steel and aluminium, fabrics 100% polyester and plastic (PP, PCV, ABS, PA, PE, PU). 

13. Delivery and tools 

The Pegaz wheelchair is delivered in a cardboard box and pre-assembled. The original packaging 

should contain the following items: 

• Folded stroller frame with integrated seat, backrest and wheels, footrest, safety barrier and wedge 

* or abduction and stabilizing straps * (according to the order) 

• Additional equipment (according to the order) 

• User manual with warranty card 

Before use, make sure that the package contains all the elements and none of them has been 

damaged, e.g. during transport. If it is found that the received package is missing or damaged, please 
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contact the Seller and the Manufacturer in order to receive the missing elements or replace the product 

with a new, fully complete and functional one. 

The multi-functionality and very rich equipment of the Pegaz wheelchair allows you to adjust the 

stroller to your personal requirements. To do this, read the entire instructions carefully before use. 

No tools are required to assemble and disassemble the Pegaz stroller. 

14. Assembly and disassembly of the stroller 

Stroller assembly. The product pre-packed in the original box is already pre-assembled. Complete the 

installation by completing the following steps: 

• unfold the stroller frame by adjusting the parameters:  lower and stiffen the spreaders at the height of 

the backrest in the rear of the stroller and at the height of the shopping basket in the front of the stroller. 

• activate / deactivate the front direction lock 

• adjust the height and angle of the handle to push the trolley 

• set the angle of the backrest 

• adjust the length of the five-point belts 

• put on a footrest at the desired height 

• put on a safety barrier or a therapy table 

• install appropriate equipment and adjust parameters, for example: 

o put narrowing inserts 

o remove / install the extension on the backrest 

o set the seat depth 

o adjust the abduction and stabilizing belts 

o adjust the canopy with the window 

o install and adjust the wedge 

o set up a shopping basket 

o put on selected items of equipment dedicated to the seasons: 

- sleeping bag for the legs 

- mosquito net 

- raincover 

- umbrella 

 

 Dismantling the stroller 

To disassemble the stroller: 

a) Remove accessories 

b) Remove the footrest 

c) Remove the safety barrier / therapy table 

d) Block the front wheels 

e) Apply the brakes to the rear wheels 

f) Raise the struts at the height of the backrest in the rear of the stroller and at the height of the 

shopping basket in the front of the stroller 

g) Fold in the truck, closing it with the transport lock 
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15. Preparation for use 

Before using the truck: 

o Make sure that the child's footwear is comfortable and stabilizes the ankle well. 

o Make sure that the child is not placed in the stroller without clothing covering the body in places 

of contact with the upholstery of the stroller. This is to prevent chafing of the child's body and 

hygiene of the child. 

o For children who have trouble holding urine, put a special oilcloth on the stroller seat, which can 

be purchased at pharmacies or medical stores. 

o When using any additional aids such as venflons, drains, bags, catheters, etc., make sure that they 

are well secured against falling out, pulling out, clamping and do not interfere with the use of the 

trolley. 

 

In order to start using the truck properly, all the following tasks must be performed: 

 

o Check the technical condition of the stroller and all its components. If the technical condition of 

the stroller or its individual component is bad or the user has any doubts about it, don’t use the 

stroller and contact the Seller and the Manufacturer. 

o Place the stroller on a flat and secure surface. 

o Unfold the truck correctly  

o Apply both brakes. 

o Make all necessary adjustments to the truck.  

o Prepare five-point belts, straps on the footrest and dehydrating-stabilizing straps, if these 

accessories are available. 

o Place the child in the stroller and make sure that all the adjustments previously made are 

appropriate and safe for the child. 

o Attach the child to five-point belts and straps on the footrest. 

o Put on the child other necessary wheelchair equipment, if available. 

16. Using the stroller 

 Carrying the stroller  

Appropriate way to carry a stroller is to drive it using its wheels. In cases where this is not possible (e.g. 

to transport the trolley in a car), for safety reasons, the stroller can be lifted and moved with both hands 

after dismantling the additional equipment to reduce the carrying weight.  

Be careful when moving or lifting the stroller’s frame. The frame should be moved when the transport 

lock is folded and attached, holding it by a fixed element of the frame. 

For safety reasons, do not lift the unfolded stroller with accessories, as this may damage the stroller. 

Do not lift the stroller by its footrest or safety barrier, therapy table or any other equipment, as this may 

damage the product and endanger the safety of others. 
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 Getting on and off the stroller 

Durring getting on and off the stroller, place it as close as possible to a stable and safe place where the 

user will change. After making sure that the rear brakes are applied and the footrest has been removed 

to avoid standing on it, the user can be placed in the wheelchair. 

 Correct position in a stroller 

For safety and health reasons, it is recommended to place user’s pelvis and back as close as possible to 

the backrest to support the spine properly (optimal support of all parts of the spine so that there is no 

free space). 

Thighs should be supported on the largest surface, along their entire length, which is used to adjust the 

depth of the seat of the stroller and the feet should rest on the footrest plate, which prevents slipping, 

maintains optimal tension of the leg muscles and carries part of the weight from higher parts of the body. 

 Riding in a stroller 

When using the stroller, always hold it by the handles to push to prevent the stroller from rolling. Release 

the rear brakes while holding the push handle and push the stroller in the desired direction. 

 Moving on slopes 

AAlways position the stroller forwards when climbing or driveways. Limit the speed on sloping surfaces 

and move as slowly as possible. The stroller assistant (parent, guardian) must have sufficient strength to 

control the stability of the stroller. 

 Overcoming thresholds or curbs 

When overcoming small obstacles (small thresholds, small curbs, etc.), block the tilting foot with the foot 

and the handle to push the stroller downwards and towards you to raise the front wheels of the stroller 

and carefully drive the front wheels over the obstacle. Then slowly pull the push handle upwards away 

from the ground to raise the rear wheels of the stroller and carefully drive the rear wheels onto the 

obstacle. 

 Transport in a car and other vehicles 

To transport the Pegaz stroller in the car, remove all accessories from the stroller and store them in a safe 

place. Then dismantle the stroller and place it in the trunk. If the dismantled stroller is not in the trunk of 

the car separated from the passenger compartment, then the stroller frame must be securely attached to 

the vehicle. For this purpose, unused seat belts may be used.  

• In order to transport a stroller in other vehicles, such as trains, trams, buses, planes, ships, etc., please 

ask the persons responsible for transport in these means of transport about the conditions of safe travel 

to the destination with a stroller and the appropriate requirements.  

• In order to transport the stroller on other vehicles, remove all accessories from the stroller and store 

them in a safe place. Then dismantle the stroller and place it in the baggage storage area of the given 

vehicle. If the dismantled stroller is not in the trunk of the vehicle separated from the passenger 

compartment, the stroller frame must be securely attached to the vehicle.  

The Pegaz stroller should not be used as a seat to transport a child in a vehicle. 
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 Cleaning and care 

Small leaks and stains can be removed from the surface with a kitchen sponge and using clean, warm 

water. Stains should be removed immediately after they appear on the surface of the stroller. Do not rub 

- rubbing will spread the stain to a larger surface and may distort the texture of the fabric. The treatment 

of water stains such as stains from food, drinks and vegetable oils is as follows: 

 Dry the stain by pressing a white paper towel, handkerchief or absorbent clean cloth over its entire 

surface.  

 Soak a small piece of cloth with a weak solution of detergent and warm water (or cold water in the 

event of blood staining) and rinse the stain by removing it from the outside to the inside to prevent 

it from growing. Do not use a too wet cloth, as excessive amount of liquid may cause rims after 

drying or enlargement of the stain and damage of the upholstery or foam inside. 

 It may be necessary to repeat the above operation depending on the type of stain and the amount 

of stained material. The above operation should be continued until the stain is completely 

removed, but always remember to remove excess moisture from the stained material before 

rinsing again. 

 Then rinse the material using only lukewarm water without detergent, using a clean sponge or a 

clean white cloth. As above, rinse the material in place after the stain in the right direction, i.e. from 

the outside in.  

Disinfectants that do not contain organic solvents can be used in accordance with the manufacturer's 

instructions. Do not dip the fabric. Make sure the product is always dry before use. Do not use organic 

solvents or dry cleaning agents.  

For disinfection, you can use a small amount of ordinary household bleach, diluted with water with a 

maximum concentration of 3% bleach.  

ATTENTION! The manufacturer is not liable for damages resulting from the use of inappropriate cleaning 

products. 

17. Storage of the stroller  

The stroller should be stored in a clean, dry and well ventilated room, preferably at 0-35 Celsius degrees. 

 Preparation of the stroller for long-term storage 

In order to prepare the Pegaz stroller for long-term storage, secure the product and perform all service 

operations in the "Periodic Inspections" chapter as if they had occurred.  

The stroller should be stored in a clean, dry and well ventilated room. 

 Corrosion protection 

To avoid corrosive damage to the stroller, it should not be used or left in wet and damp rooms. When the 

truck is wet, wipe all wet parts with a soft cloth and dry with a light oil preservative. This does not apply 

to the upholstery of the stroller, the provision of cleanliness and maintenance of which is described in 

detail in the Cleaning and care chapter.  

As a standard, the stroller is covered with the highest quality coatings. In the event of damage to the 

varnish, protect the damage by applying a touch-up compound using the varnish proposed by the varnish 

Manufacturer.  
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Regular cleaning and lubrication of the stroller mechanisms with light oil guarantees long and trouble-free 

use of the stroller. 

18. Re-use 

The product is suitable for reuse.  

All reusable products are subject to a particular burden.  

Therefore, their features and performance may deviate from the new product to such an extent that the 

safety of patients and third parties during their use is at risk.  

The product with proper care and maintenance retains its quality for a period of 3 years and this is the 

expected period of its use.  

For secondary use, please: 

 Remove all upholstered parts and replace them with new ones. 

 The stroller frame with wheels and steering elements should be thoroughly cleaned and 

disinfected with commercially available cleaning and disinfecting agents. 

 The product must then be checked by an Authorized Service Center (see Chapter 24) or the 

Manufacturer for wear and damage. 

 All worn parts and components that do not match or are unsuitable for the user should be replaced 

with new ones.  

 The product prepared in this way can be put back into use. 

19. Service and periodic inspections 

For safe and trouble-free use of the Pegaz stroller, it must be regularly and thoroughly inspected and 

serviced as indicated in the table below.  

In a situation where the stroller user is not able to carry out the activities himself, he should return the 

stroller to a specialized stroller service point or directly to the Manufacturer, who will properly review and 

will perform necessary service activities.  

These activities may be charged extra.  

All repairs should be carried out in specialized, authorized Services (see point 24) or directly at the 

Manufacturer.  

Only original spare parts that are supplied or recommended by the Manufacturer may be used in the 

stroller. Producenta. 

Service should be performed: 

 

Each time before using the stroller  

 Check the efficiency of the central brake - After activating the central brake, both rear wheels of 

the stroller should be locked and cannot rotate. 

 Check the attachment of structural elements - It is necessary to check all mechanisms of the 

stroller and its movable elements, in particular, pay attention to: the correct functioning of the 

fivepoint seat belts, properly mounted safety barrier or therapeutic table, properly locked backrest 

angle adjustment mechanism and footrest correct mounting. o  

 Check the condition of the tires - Check that the tires on all four wheels are not damaged or worn. 

o Inspection of solid frame parts, seat with backrest and footrest frame - Visually inspect the 

condition of the structural profiles. These elements must not be damaged or cracked.  
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Every one month  

 Cleaning the stroller - Clean any moving parts, bearings, adjustment mechanisms with a soft cloth 

and then lubricate them with a few drops of light oil. Be careful not to soil the upholstery of the 

stroller or your own clothes.  

 Check all bolted connections for looseness - Carefully check that all bolts and knobs in the stroller 

are properly tightened. 

 

Every six months: 

 Sprawdzenie o Check the cleanliness of the upholstery and inspect the general condition of the 

stroller - Do not allow the stroller to be neglected as described in the chapter „Cleaning and care”.  

20. Disposal 

Disposal and recycling: the used stroller should be returned to a recycling center in accordance with the 

regulations in force in the given country. 

21. Compliance with requirements for medical devices 

The Pegaz stroller meets the essential requirements of Council of Europe Directive 93/42 EEC amended 

by 2007/47/EC for medical devices.  

The Pegaz stroller, in accordance with Directive 93/42 EEC, is a non-invasive, inactive medical device of 

class I according to rule 1. 
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22. Notes 
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23. List of authorized service points  

 

 POLAND 

 MyWam Kupiec, Bartold, Angres Sp. Jawna 

 ul. Szczecińska 10, 41-516 Chorzów, Polska 

 tel.: +48 32 733 11 31 

 website: www.mywam.eu 

 e-mail: mywam@mywam.pl 
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24. Warranty Card  

6. Warranty Card Series and number: .................................  

Date of purchase: ........................ - ........................ - ........................  

Seller stamp and signature: 

........................................................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................ 

Warranty conditions 

The manufacturer grants the buyer a warranty for the purchased stroller, for a period of 24 months 

from the date of purchase. 

Defects revealed during this period will be removed free of charge. 

The Buyer submitting a complaint on the stroller should deliver the stroller to the Seller or to the 

Manufacturer in the original factory packaging, together with the elements of the stroller protected 

against damage. 

Damage caused by insufficient securing of the stroller shipment and its components is not subject to 

warranty repairs. 

The complainant may not demand gratification if he improperly marks or incorrectly insures the 

shipment of the stroller and its components. 

The cost of shipping the complained stroller to the Seller or to the Manufacturer shall be borne by the 

buyer complaining the stroller. 

The warranty period is extended by the time needed to repair the stroller. 

The activities provided for in the manuals, which the user is obliged to perform on their own and at their 

own expense, cannot be performed as part of a warranty repair. 

The buyer has the right to replace the complained stroller with a new stroller if the same damages or 

defects that have already been removed twice and which prevent the stroller from being used are still 

present. 

The stroller should be used in accordance with these operating manual. 

Unauthorized use of the stroller, inconsistent with these operating manual or inconsistent with the 

principles of correct operation will void the warranty. 

Making any structural changes to the stroller will void the warranty. 

Damage to the stroller caused by: improper operation, improper maintenance, incorrect storage of the 

stroller, mechanical damage as well as natural abrasion and wear of parts (e.g. upholstery, wheels) are 

not covered by the warranty. They are repaired at the user's expense. 

The manufacturer warns against performing warranty repairs at unauthorized service facilities. Finding 

such repair or unauthorized alteration of the stroller will void the warranty. 

The warranty card is valid provided that it has: the date of sale entered, confirmed by the Seller's 

company seal, the Seller's signature, type and serial number of the stroller. 

The warranty card is valid as long as it does not contain deletions and corrections. 

The stroller manufacturer runs its paid post-warranty service. 

In matters not covered by this warranty card, the provisions of the Civil Code shall apply. 

All matters related to the warranty 


